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In this best-selling introductory textbook, Janet Holmes and Nick Wilson examine the role of language in a variety of social
contexts, considering both how language works and how it can be used to signal and interpret various aspects of social identity.
Divided into three sections, this book explains basic sociolinguistic concepts in the light of classic approaches as well as
introducing more recent research. This fifth edition has been revised and updated throughout using key concepts and examples to
guide the reader through this fascinating area, including: a new chapter on identity that reflects the latest research; a brand new
companion website which is fully cross-referenced within this book, and which includes and video and audio materials, interactive
activities and links to useful websites; updated and revised examples and exercises which include new material from Tanzania,
Wales, Paraguay and Timor-Leste; fully updated further reading and references sections. An Introduction to Sociolinguistics is the
essential introductory text for all students of sociolinguistics and a splendid point of reference for students of English language
studies, linguistics and applied linguistics.
An Introduction to Language introduces students to the fascinating study of human language. Engagingly and clearly written, it
provides an overview of the key areas of linguistics from an Australian perspective. The International Phonetic Alphabet is
represented by both HCE and MD versions, allowing lecturers to use whichever IPA system they prefer. The text is divided into
four sections, and chapters take students through the nature of human language, the grammatical aspects and psychology of
language, finishing with language and its relation to society. Chapters have also been reworked and revised to keep all syntax upto-date and accurate. Popular features have been retained for this ninth edition including learning objectives and margin definitions
in each chapter, along with summary tables inside the covers, assisting readers to learn core concepts and terminology. To
supplement student learning, An Introduction to Language continues to offer the strongest resources package in the market, giving
students access to CourseMate Express with interactive audio phonemes, as well as offering a new Test Bank for instructors.
Third Australian edition of Fromkin and Rodman's US text modified and extended for interdisciplinary Australian use. Topics
include the nature of language, grammatical, social and biological aspects, language in the computer age, and Aboriginal English,
pidgins and creoles. Each chapter includes a summary, exercises, references and further reading. With glossary and index. Blair is
head of the school of English, linguistics and media at Macquarie University, and Collins teaches English at the University of New
South Wales.
The third edition of this established textbook has beenthoroughly updated and revised. It maintains its broad coverage oftopics
from phonetics to language variation, and increases itsaccessibility by incorporating a more descriptive, less theoreticalapproach.
A fully updated new edition of this successful textbookintroducing students to a wide range of issues, phenomena, andterminology
in Japanese linguistics Includes extensive revisions to the chapters on phonetics,syntax and phonology, and incorporates a less
theoretical, moredescriptive approach Features the author’s own data, examples and theoreticalanalyses throughout Offers an
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original approach by discussing first and/or secondlanguage acquisition within each chapter Includes exercises exploring
descriptive and theoretical issuesand reading lists which introduce students to the researchliterature, both of which have been
updated in this newedition
This best-selling textbook provides an engaging and user-friendly introduction to the study of language. Assuming no prior
knowledge in the subject, Yule presents information in short, bite-sized sections, introducing the major concepts in language study
– from how children learn language to why men and women speak differently, through all the key elements of language. This
fourth edition has been revised and updated with twenty new sections, covering new accounts of language origins, the key
properties of language, text messaging, kinship terms and more than twenty new word etymologies. To increase student
engagement with the text, Yule has also included more than fifty new tasks, including thirty involving data analysis, enabling
students to apply what they have learned. The online study guide offers students further resources when working on the tasks,
while encouraging lively and proactive learning. This is the most fundamental and easy-to-use introduction to the study of
language.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 12th Biennial Meeting on Mathematics in Language, MOL 12, held in Nara, Japan, in
September 2011. Presented in this volume are 12 carefully selected papers, as well as the paper of the invited speaker Andreas
Maletti. The papers cover such diverse topics as formal languages (string and tree transducers, grammar-independent syntactic
structures, probabilistic and weighted context-free grammars, formalization of minimalist syntax), parsing and unification, lexical
and compositional semantics, statistical language models, and theories of truth.
Examines representations of the actress in Victorian novels and theatres
This book teaches teachers how to present grammar lessons to their students with confidence and clarity. Introduces future teachers of
English to the major elements of English grammar in a systematic fashion, using step-by-step procedures, charts, diagrams, and exercises.
Includes a complete answer key to exercises. Grammar teachers.
Developed at Carleton University, Ottawa, this is a comprehensive workbook -- now in its second, revised edition -- designed primarily for use
with introductory courses in linguistics. With 334 graded excercises and problems from more than 60 languages and dialects.
Language is a sophisticated tool which we use to communicate in a multitude of ways. Updated and expanded in its second edition, this book
introduces language and linguistics - presenting language in all its amazing complexity while systematically guiding you through the basics.
The reader will emerge with an appreciation of the diversity of the world's languages, as well as a deeper understanding of the structure of
human language, the ways it is used, and its broader social and cultural context. Part I is devoted to the nuts and bolts of language study speech sounds, sound patterns, sentence structure, and meaning - and includes chapters dedicated to the functional aspects of language:
discourse, prosody, pragmatics, and language contact. The fourteen language profiles included in Part II reveal the world's linguistic variety
while expanding on the similarities and differences between languages. Using knowledge gained from Part I, the reader can explore how
language functions when speakers use it in daily interaction. With a step-by-step approach that is reinforced with well-chosen illustrations,
case studies, and study questions, readers will gain understanding and analytical skills that will only enrich their ongoing study of language
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and linguistics.
Assuming no prior knowledge of linguistics, AN INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE, Tenth Edition, is appropriate for a variety of
fields--including education, languages, psychology, cognitive science, anthropology, English, and teaching English as a Second Language
(TESL)--at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. This completely updated edition retains the clear descriptions, humor, and seamless
pedagogy that have made the book a perennial best-seller, while adding new information and exercises that render each topic fresh,
engaging, and current. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
How humans produce and understand language is clearly introduced in this textbook for students with only a basic knowledge of linguistics.
With a logical, flexible structure Introducing Psycholinguistics steps through the central topics of production and comprehension of language
and the interaction between them.
This accessible textbook is the only introduction to linguistics in which each chapter is written by an expert who teaches courses on that topic,
ensuring balanced and uniformly excellent coverage of the full range of modern linguistics. Assuming no prior knowledge the text offers a
clear introduction to the traditional topics of structural linguistics (theories of sound, form, meaning, and language change), and in addition
provides full coverage of contextual linguistics, including separate chapters on discourse, dialect variation, language and culture, and the
politics of language. There are also up-to-date separate chapters on language and the brain, computational linguistics, writing, child language
acquisition, and second-language learning. The breadth of the textbook makes it ideal for introductory courses on language and linguistics
offered by departments of English, sociology, anthropology, and communications, as well as by linguistics departments.
The fascinating, fun, and friendly way to understand the science behind human language Linguistics is the scientific study of human
language. Linguistics students study how languages are constructed, how they function, how they affect society, and how humans learn
language. From understanding other languages to teaching computers to communicate, linguistics plays a vital role in society. Linguistics For
Dummies tracks to a typical college-level introductory linguistics course and arms you with the confidence, knowledge, and know-how to
score your highest. Understand the science behind human language Grasp how language is constructed Score your highest in college-level
linguistics If you're enrolled in an introductory linguistics course or simply have a love of human language, Linguistics For Dummies is your
one-stop resource for unlocking the science of the spoken word.
What do all human languages have in common and in what ways are they different? How can language be used to trace different peoples
and their past? Are certain languages similar because of common descent or language contact? Assuming no prior knowledge of linguistics,
this textbook introduces readers to the rich diversity of human languages, familiarizing students with the variety and typology of languages
around the world. Linguistic terms and concepts are explained, in the text and in the glossary, and illustrated with simple, accessible
examples. Eighteen language maps and numerous language family charts enable students to place a language geographically or
genealogically. A supporting website includes additional language maps and sound recordings that can be used to illustrate the peculiarities
of the sound systems of various languages. 'Test yourself' questions throughout the book make it easier for students to analyze data from
unfamiliar languages.
Whether you are studying education, languages, psychology, anthropology, English, or teaching English as a Second Language (TESL), AN
INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE, Ninth Edition, offers the information you need in a clear and descriptive manner that assumes no prior
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knowledge of linguistics. This edition retains the same blend of humor and up-to-date information that have made the text a perennial bestseller, while adding new research and exercises that render each topic fresh, engaging, and current. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book is perhaps the most stunning available demonstration of the explanatory power of the parametric approach to linguistic theory. It is
akin, not to a deductive proof, but to the discovery of a footprint in a far-off place which leaves an archeologist elated. The book is full of
intricate reasoning, but the stunning aspect is that the reasoning moves between not only complex syntax and diverse languages, but it
makes predictions about what two-year-old children will assume about the jumble of linguistic input that confronts them. Those predictions,
Hyams shows, are supported by a discriminating analysis of acquisition data in English and Italian. Let us examine the linguistic context for a
moment before we discuss her theory. The ultimate issue in linguistic theory is the explanation of how a child can acquire any human
language. To capture this fact we must posit an innate mechanism which meets two opposite constraints: it must be broad enough to account
for the diversity of human language, and narrow enough so that the child does not make irrelevant hypotheses about his own language,
particularly ones from which there is no recovery. That is, a child must not posit a grammar which permits all of the sentences of a language
as well as other sentences which are not in the language. In a word, the child must not create a language in which one cannot make adult
discriminations between grammatical and ungrammatical.
This collection of recent papers in Laboratory Phonology approaches phonological theory from several different empirical directions.
Psycholinguistic research into the perception and production of speech has produced results that challenge current conceptions about
phonological structure. Field work studies provide fresh insights into the structure of phonological features, and the phonology-phonetics
interface is investigated in phonetic research involving both segments and prosody, while the role of underspecification is put to the test in
automatic speech recognition.
Tone: A Linguistic Survey is a nine-chapter text that considers the phonetics and phonology of tone from both a synchronic and a diachronic
point of view. The first chapters deal with the physiological and perceptual correlations of tone. These chapters also describe the interactions
of tonal and nontonal features. The succeeding chapters provide the phonetic basis for phonological tonal phenomena. These topics are
followed by discussions of the physical and physiological aspects of tone, the number of possible contrastive tones in a language, and a
suprasegmental representation of tones based on linguistic evidence. This text also summarizes the kinds of tone rules found in languages
and the important syntactic function played by tone in a number of the world’s languages, particularly those in Africa. The final chapters look
into the general and specific principles that constrain historical tone change. This book will prove useful to students with phonology course.
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this guidebook! Go to fodors.com for
details. Ready to experience the Caribbean? The experts at Fodor’s are here to help. Fodor’s Essential Caribbean travel guide is packed
with top recommendations, detailed maps of the Caribbean, and exclusive tips from locals. Whether you want to stay at an all-inclusive resort,
find the best beaches, or snorkel or scuba dive at some of the world’s best coral reefs, this user-friendly guidebook will help you plan it all
out. Our local writers vet every recommendation to ensure that you not only make the most of your time, but that you also have all the most
up-to-date and essential information you need to plan the perfect trip. This new edition has been FULLY-REDESIGNED with a new layout
and beautiful images for more intuitive travel planning! Fodor’s Essential Caribbean includes: • AN ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE GUIDE that
visually captures the top highlights of the Caribbean. • SPECTACULAR COLOR PHOTOS AND FEATURES throughout, including special
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features on the best beaches, best golf courses, what to eat and drink, and where to experience Carnival. • INSPIRATIONAL “BEST OF”
LISTS identify the best things to see, do, eat, drink, and more. • MORE THAN 25 DETAILED MAPS help you plot your itinerary and navigate
confidently. • EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS offer options for every taste. • TRIP PLANNING TOOLS
AND PRACTICAL TIPS include: guides to getting around, saving money and time, beating the crowds; and a calendar of festivals and
events. • LOCAL INSIDER ADVICE tells you where to find under-the-radar gems. • HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL OVERVIEWS add
perspective and enrich your travels. • COVERS: Anguilla, Aruba, Barbados, Cayman Islands, Dominica Republic, Guadeloupe, Jamaica,
Martinique, Puerto Rico, St. Barth, St. Lucia, St. Maarten/St. Martin, the Turks & Caicos Islands, the U.S. and British Islands, and more.
ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert
advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. Planning on visiting a specific Caribbean Island or taking a Caribbean cruise? Check out
Fodor's Caribbean Cruise Ports of Call, Fodor’s Puerto Rico, Fodor’s In Focus Aruba, Fodor’s In Focus Barbados & St. Lucia, Fodor’s In
Focus Cayman Islands, Fodor’s In Focus St. Maarten/St. Martin, St. Barth & Anguilla, In Focus Turks & Caicos, or Fodor’s U.S. and British
Virgin Islands.
Assuming no prior knowledge of linguistics, AN INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE, International Edition, is appropriate for a variety of
fields--including education, languages, psychology, anthropology, English, and teaching English as a Second Language (TESL)--at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. This completely updated edition retains the clear descriptions, humor, and seamless pedagogy that have
made the text a perennial best-seller, while adding new information and exercises that render each topic fresh, engaging, and current.

Introducing Second Language Acquisition: Perspectives andPractices represents a clear and concise introduction to
themain concepts, issues, and debates in second language acquisitionstudies aimed specifically at undergraduates
encountering the topicfor the first time. Follows six fictitious language learners throughout the textwhose stories serve to
introduce various concepts and issues Contains specific chapters on first language acquisition andbilingualism, as well
as explicit references to the most recent andimportant research Covers key topics including acquisition contexts,
theoreticalperspectives, language teaching methods, second languagedevelopment, and individual differences (such as
age, aptitude, andmotivation) Grabs student attention with lighthearted cartoons thatillustrate and reinforce key ideas
Features a full range of pedagogical tools to aid studentlearning, including “language learning in practice”textboxes;
bolded new terms defined in the margins; an end-of-bookglossary; self-assessment and classroom discussion
questions;exercise and project ideas; and further online viewingsections
Contains answers to all of the exercises in the core text.
This text is designed for undergraduate and graduate students interested in contemporary English, especially those
whose primary area of interest is English as a second language. Focus is placed exclusively on English data, providing
an empirical explication of the structure of the language.
For the Love of Language: An Introduction to Linguistics is an engaging introduction to human language and the role of
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linguistics in understanding its fundamental design, acquisition and functions. Replete with case studies and examples
from Australia, New Zealand and around the world, this text offers a thorough introduction to core topics, including the
structure and meaning of words, the systems that organise language, strategies for learning about language, the
evolution of language and the function of language as a complex social resource. The second edition includes extensive
new content across the entire text, including the areas of orthography, syntax, corpus linguistics, language acquisition
and multilingualism. Each topic is accompanied by a wide array of pedagogical resources designed to consolidate
student understanding, including examples and exercises. Each chapter ends with a research project, providing readers
with an opportunity to build on fundamental skills and engage more thoroughly with each topic.
Now in a revised and updated fourth edition, this accessible text has given over 100,000 preservice and inservice
teachers vital tools for systematic reading assessment in grades K–8. The book explains how to use both formal and
informal assessments to evaluate students' strengths and needs in all components of reading. Effective, engaging
methods for targeted instruction in each area are outlined. In a convenient large-size format, the book includes 30
reproducible tools, plus an additional multipage assessment in an online-only appendix. Purchasers get access to a
companion website where they can download and print the reproducible materials. New to This Edition *Expanded
coverage of the middle grades (4–8), including a new chapter and case study, and explicit attention to this grade range
throughout; new coauthor Kevin Flanigan adds expertise in this area. *New and expanded topics: computer-based testing
methods, assessing academic language, and how to use reading inventories more accurately. *Additional reproducible
tools: informal reading inventory summary form, comprehension retelling forms for narrative and informational text,
computer-based comprehension test comparison worksheet, revised Informal Decoding Inventory, and more.
From master language creator David J. Peterson, creator of Game of Thrones' (HBO) Dothraki language, comes a
creative guide to language construction. Peterson begins with a brief history of constructed languages, from Tolkien's
creations to Klingon to the thriving global community of language construction. Then, using examples from a variety of
languages including his own creations, Peterson offers a captivating and lucid overview, providing a basic foundation of
essential linguistic tools for inventing and evolving one's own lexicon.
Linguistics: An Introduction to Linguistic Theory is a textbook, written for introductory courses in linguistic theory for
undergraduate linguistics majors and first-year graduate students, by twelve major figures in the field, each bringing their
expertise to one of the core areas of the field - morphology, syntax, semantics, phonetics, phonology, and language
acquisition. In each section the book is concerned with discussing the underlying principles common to all languages,
showing how these are revealed in language acquisition and in the specific grammars of the world's languages.
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An Introduction to Language introduces students to the fascinating study of human language. Engagingly and clearly
written, it provides an overview of the key areas of linguistics from an Australian perspective. Unique to this text, the
International Phonetic Alphabet is represented by both HCE and MD versions, allowing lecturers to use whichever IPA
system they prefer. Premium online teaching and learning tools are available on the MindTap platform. Learn more about
the online tools au.cengage.com/mindtap
Unlike other textbooks, it helps students to understand grammar rather than see it as a set of facts and rules.
An Introduction to Applied Linguistics, Second Edition provides a complete, authoritative and up-to-date overview of the
state of the field. Each of the 15 chapters offers an extended survey of a central element of Applied Linguistics and is coauthored by two leading international specialists, thus ensuring a full and balanced treatment of the topic covered. The
book is divided into three sections: a description of language and language use; essential areas of enquiry; and the four
skills and testing. An Introductory chapter familiarises readers with key issues and recurrent themes whilst hands-on
activities and further reading sections for each chapter encourage practical analysis and wider reading. For this new
edition, each chapter has been fully revised in line with new research and thinking in Applied Linguistics. With its
accessible style, broad coverage and practical focus, this book is ideal for students of applied linguistics, TESOL, and
second language pedagogy as well as practicing teachers and researchers wishing to update their knowledge.
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